
 
 

 
  

 

 

 
 

PRESENTS: 

SPRING WORKSHOPS  
Advanced & Intermediate Levels 

MAY 22 - 24, 2020 
The Banff Park Lodge 

Banff, Alberta 
 

 
 

ADVANCED WORKSHOP 

Friday May 22, 2020 
A POTPOURRI OF EFFECTIVE HYPNOTIC SKILLS 
Dr. Linda Thomson, Ph.D. 
 
Saturday, May 23, 2020 
HYPNOTIC TECHNIQUES FOR CHILDREN & ADULTS 
Dr. Linda Thomson, Ph.D. 

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED WORKSHOPS 

Friday May 22, 2020 
SEX THERAPY & CLINICAL HYPNOSIS 
Jessica Blake, M. Ed., R. Psych 

 
Saturday, May 23 & Sunday Morning, May 24, 2020 
PAIN: A MANY HEADED MONSTER – THE USE OF HYPNOSIS  
& NON-PHARMACCOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES TO SLAY THE DRAGON 
Alexandra Chisholm, BScPT, PT, PgCPain & Leonard McEwen, M.S.W., R.S.W. 
 

 
 
 

The Canadian Federation of Clinic Hypnosis- Alberta Society Annual Meeting is a learning activity that can be used for a Personal 
Learning Project (Section 2) as defined by the Maintenance of Certification program of The Royal College of Physicians and 

Surgeons of Canada. Please contact the office if you would like further information and package details 
  

 
 
 
 



FEATURE PRESENTERS 

Dr. Linda Thomson, Ph.D., Vermont, USA 

Dr. Linda Thomson is an Approved Consultant in Clinical Hypnosis and is the first nurse to 
ever have been awarded Diplomate status on the American Board of Medical 
Hypnosis.  She is also a Diplomate and Past President of the American Board of Hypnosis in 
Nursing. Dr. Thomson is a Fellow and Past-President of American Society of Clinical 
Hypnosis and is the current Moderator of the Board of Governors. She has also served as 
Past President of New England Society of Clinical Hypnosis and is the current president of 
Northeastern Mountain Society of Clinical Hypnosis. 

Thomson was the recent recipient of the Josephine Hilgard Award for the best paper on 
pediatric uses of hypnosis that appeared in the April 2019 edition of the American Journal of 
Clinical Hypnosis.  In 2018 she received the William Wester Award for her significant 
contributions to the field of hypnosis as applied to the treatment of children and research in 
the application of hypnosis with children.  She was honored with the ASCH President’s Award 
for leadership, creativity, and compassion while promoting clinical hypnosis and the is the 
two-time recipient of the Award of Merit from ASCH. 

Passionate about educating health care professionals about the benefits of clinical hypnosis, 
she has lectured and taught workshops across the country and around the world. She is the 
author of dozens of journal articles, book chapters and 2 Harry Hypnopotamus books of 
metaphorical tales for children and created “Stress Free Surgery, a self-relaxation program to 
help patients prepare for and recover from surgery. 

 

Jessica Blake, M.Ed., Edmonton, Alberta 

Jessica Blake is a Registered Psychologist, with a special interest in Human Sexuality. She 
completed both her undergraduate thesis and master’s level thesis in Human Sexuality, 
specializing in the “fringes” of Human Sexual Experience, including but not limited to, 
Swinging & Non-Monogamy, Kink, Fetish, & BDSM, LGBTQ+ & Sexual Minorities, and with 
Gender Diverse individuals.  

She is currently completing her Certified Sex Therapist designation, and a master’s level 
certificate in Sexual Health. Jessica strives to blend her professional and academic 
knowledge, with her own personal and life experience, to create a unique perspective that is 
contemplative, reflective, and provoking.  

 

Alexandra Chisholm, BScPT, PT, PgCPain, Calgary, Alberta 

Alex Chisholm is a Physiotherapist with over 30 years clinical experience.  Alex is a Fellow of 
CFCH-AB, having used hypnosis in her practice for over 15 years. 

Alex’s area of clinical expertise is Burns/Plastics, Rehabilitation and Pain.  Alex is qualified to 
order diagnostic imaging in Alberta, and works on the Burn unit at the Foothills Medical 
Centre in Calgary, a level 1 Trauma center.  Alex treats both inpatients and outpatients who 
have sustained trauma.  

Alex holds her post-graduate certificate in Multidisciplinary Pain Management, from the 
University of Alberta. She was also a member of the working group that created the Chronic 
Pain Toolkit for Physiotherapy Alberta, and it is a certified Comfort Talk trainer for Dr. Elvira 
Lang.  Alex is a member of the Pain Science division of the Canadian Physiotherapy 
Association, and a member of the CRPS CoP, and the Calgary pain CoP. 

  

 

 

 



Alex has taught multidisciplinary audiences locally, nationally, and internationally on Pain, 
Complex Pain, Pain management, Hypnosis, and Non-pharmacological Pain control for acute 
and chronic pain.  Her passion is to integrate the art of healing and alleviating suffering, with 
the science that guides our treatment choices.  

 

Leonard McEwen, MSW, RSW, Spruce Grove, Alberta 

Leonard has a career full of experience in addressing Grief and Loss and Trauma. Hypnosis, 
either in a formal sense or in as an adjunct to counselling and other interventions is a 
constant part of his practice.  He has responded to worksites throughout northern Alberta in 
support of persons experiencing the loss of friends and co-workers as a result of workplace 
incidents and other events. Those events have included: airplane crashes, murders, suicides, 
active shooter incidents, natural disasters and many others.  

As well, he maintains office practices in both Edmonton and Spruce Grove. He makes use of 
biofeedback and neurofeedback in his practice. Many bio and neurofeedback tools are now 
available to clinicians at a reasonable cost.  

He has received endorsement from the BC Professional Fire Fighters Association at the 
highest level currently available in support of his work with first responders. He is also a 
member of the International Society for Neurofeedback and the Association for Death 
Education and Counselling. You can view some of his observations via his videocasts at 
Highlander-counselling.com.  

“I am thrilled to be presenting with Alex Chisholm, a practitioner that I greatly admire!”  
“This will be a great seminar!” Len McEwen 

 

 

 

PLANNING COMMITTEE 

Sharon Meredith, R. Psych.  .............................................................................................................. Conference Coordinator  

Ajay Pandhi, M.S.W.  ...............................................................................................................................................  President 

 
 
 

ATTENDANCE ELIGIBILITY FOR WORKSHOPS 

 
Intermediate Workshop Available to all Licensed/ Registered Health Care Providers who have completed 

Introductory Training. Participants are encouraged to take the Intermediate Level 
before moving on to the Advanced Workshops. Intermediate level workshops provide 
more participation in training due to smaller group sizes and comparable levels of 
experience by the participants.  

Advanced Workshop Participants must have completed an introductory workshop approved by CFCH-AS or 
ASCH.  

Students Must provide written proof of current full-time status to be eligible to attend any 
workshop. Attendance may be limited so students are encouraged to apply early. 

 

 



ADVANCED WORKSHOP 

A POTPOURRI OF EFFECTIVE HYPNOTIC SKILLS  
DR. LINDA THOMSON, PH.D. 

HYPNOTIC TECHNIQUES FOR CHILDREN & ADULTS 
DR. LINDA THOMSON, PH.D. 

 
A POTPOURRI OF EFFECTIVE HYPNOTIC SKILLS 
Presented by Dr. Linda Thomson, Ph.D. 
 
Date: Friday May 22, 2020 
Time: 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
Location: Lynx Salon 
 
The workshop will begin with an update on brain development and how brain structures, epigenetics, adverse childhood 
events and polyvagal theory influence hypnotic interventions. 
  
Functional psychophysiologic disorders may often be a metaphor for a problematic situation in a person’s 
life.  Psychophysiologic disorders are frequently misdiagnosed. This workshop will include an effective approach for 
recognizing functional symptoms and creative strategies for treating psychophysiologic symptoms in children and 
adults.  Videos and case studies will be presented. 
  
The 7 common causes of somatic disorders will be presented and discussed with case examples.  Ideomotor signaling 
can be an effective means of uncovering the unconscious imprints that may contribute to the symptoms.  There will be 
time for experiential practice setting up ideomotor signaling with fingers and pendulums. 
  
Clinicians trained in hypnosis can have a critical impact on saving the health and lives of people addicted to 
nicotine.  This workshop will describe interventions that can be used to promote smoking cessation.   Attendees will be 
equipped with a framework for counseling patients/clients concerning the important benefits of smoking 
cessation.  They will learn effective strategies and techniques that they can use in their work with 
smokers.   Incorporating the concept of the behavioral inhibition and activating systems as they apply to working with 
someone with a habit disorder will be presented.  Helping patients overcome nicotine addiction can have an enormous 
impact on the patient’s health.   
  
Metaphors may speak to the right brain in its own language, bypass resistance and can be incredibly effective in 
stimulating self-healing capacities.  There will be opportunity for small group practice creating metaphors for various 
scenarios. 
 
HYPNOTIC TECHNIQUES FOR CHILDREN & ADULTS  
Presented by Dr. Linda Thomson, Ph.D. 
 
Date: Saturday, May 23, 2020 
Time: 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
Location: Lynx Salon 
 
The developmental goals of childhood and adolescence will be presented and how failure to master those 
developmental tasks of childhood can have deleterious effects and result in difficulties in adulthood.  Hypnosis not only 
gives the child a tool to better cope with or solve the problem himself, but also increases self-esteem, bolsters a sense of 
accomplishment and gives the child a valuable skill that he can adapt to many new situations throughout life.  The 
workshop will include demonstrations of introducing hypnosis, the mind-body connection and the power of imagination 
to children and their families.  Videos of pediatric inductions that can be adapted to adults will be shown with 
opportunity for practice. 
  



How to match hypnotic strategies to the developmental level of the child will be illustrated by using video clips.  The 
principles and practice of integrating hypnosis into clinical encounters in child and adolescent healthcare for a variety of 
common pediatric habit disorders will be discussed.  The neurobiology of pain will be presented along with strategies to 
help children help themselves with pain and anxiety. 
  
The preventive and therapeutic values of laughter and humor will be introduced along with strategies and techniques to 
use humor in hypnosis to strengthen the therapeutic relationship both with children and adult patients/clients.   Humor 
therapy promotes spontaneous therapeutic patient laughter.  Laughter has positive, quantifiable effects on certain 
aspects of health.  Scientific research has shown that laughter may have both preventive and therapeutic value both 
physiologically and psychologically.  This workshop will include a discussion of the theories of the function of humor and 
the benefits of laughter.  The beneficence of mirth in our own self-care will also be addressed.  Participatory laughter 
will be encouraged. 
 

INTERMEDIATE WORKSHOPS 

SEX THERAPY & CLINICAL HYPNOSIS 
JESSICA BLAKE 

PAIN: A MANY HEADED MONSTER. THE USE OF HYPNOSIS  
& NON-PHARMACOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES TO SLAY THE DRAGON 

ALEXANDRA CHISHOLM & LEONARD MCEWEN 

 
SEX THERAPY & CLINICAL HYPNOSIS  
Presented by Jessica Blake 
 
Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 
Time: 8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. 
Location: DEN 

 
This presentation is an intermediate level presentation designed as a starting point to navigate the intersection of Sex 
Therapy and Clinical Hypnosis. Specially, this presentation will explore unique situations where clinical hypnosis may be 
applied to sex therapy as an addition to conventional treatment, or where conventional treatment has not worked. 4 
scenarios and case studies will be explored to demonstrate the unique ability hypnosis as intervention in certain 
circumstances.  
 

• Using hypnosis to develop a stronger connection with an individual’s orgasm. (A form of Anorgasmia)  
• Over-coming sexual shaming in childhood causing hypo-sexual desire in adulthood  
• Over-coming childhood sexual assault to develop stronger sexual + intimacy life with partner 
• Hypnosis as a relaxation tool to allow the body to relax during sexual activities. Treatment for performance 

anxiety (erectile dysfunction and vaginismus)  
 
This presentation will include time for individuals to practice induction techniques and relaxation techniques with a focus 
on relaxation, and Body & Self positivity. Participants are NOT expected to share their own sexual experiences during this 
practice but rather just understand how hypnosis can be applied in this area of treatment. This is a sex positive, affirmed, 
sex free space, open to everyone, from all backgrounds, and different experience levels. 
 
 
  



PAIN: A MANY HEADED MONSTER.  
The Use of Hypnosis & Non-Pharmacological Techniques to Slay the Dragon 
Presented by Alexandra Chisholm & Leonard McEwen  
 
Date: 1 ½ days Saturday, May 23 & 24, 2020 
Time: 8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. on Saturday and 8:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. on Sunday 
Location: DEN 
 
This 1.5 day workshop will include: 
  

• Pain neuroscience, including metaphors and demonstrations of the neurological changes that come with 
persistent pain 

• Defining and understanding the 3 main types of pain that a patient may experience. 
• Fifty shades of grey: What does it teach us about pain?  
• Discussion of factors that may exacerbate the experience of pain.   
• Useful validated outcome measures for pain, when incorporating hypnosis and brain exercises into your practice. 
• Hypnotic techniques and brain exercises for alleviating pain, including small group practice of these techniques.  
• Therapeutic alliance: how to start building this from the first interaction. 
• Grief and pain: How to address the grief of loss that comes from persistent pain. 
• Technology: Technology that can be used to compound the positive effects of hypnosis on pain.  

  
This workshop will include lecture, small group practice, (practice of hypnotic techniques, an exercise to help understand 
pain neuroscience and exercises to improve patient rapport), real patient videos to elucidate how science translates into 
the patient experience, and an interactive experience with technology.  This workshop will increase the participants’ 
knowledge and confidence when treating complex or persistent pain.  

 

WWW.CLINICALHYPNOSIS.CA 

 
Have you visited www.clinicalhypnosis.ca recently? 
 
If you have, you may have seen that we are sporting a new 
streamlined layout that is easy to navigate and read, full of 
great hypnosis information and resources. 
 
You will also find access to CFCH Fellow Dr. Judy Coldoff’s, DVD 
set… So now I can do inductions... what next?  How to Integrate 
Hypnosis into Your Practice DVD Set and a downloadable copy 
of the CFCH/FCHC Newsletter. Another great feature is the 
CFCH Members Database that was designed and built to 
connect clients with hypnosis specialists by location.   
 
Please contact the office if your listing does not appear in the 
listing. 

 



 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (AGM) 
CFCH – ALBERTA SOCIETY 

 
 

 

 

Members are encouraged to attend.  Come and share your views and hear the 
news! 

CFCH-AS AGM  Date:  Friday, May 22, 2020 
 Time:  5:15 – 6:15 pm  
 Location: Lynx Salon 
            
 

 

 
 

ACCOMMODATIONS 

Once again, the Canadian Federation of Clinical Hypnosis – Alberta Society has decided on the Banff Park Lodge, which is 
in the heart of Banff, Alberta (central to all amenities) to host this year’s Annual Conference and Workshops. This setting 
in the Rocky Mountains of Canada and is known for its’ beauty and majesty.  CFCH - AS has found this location to be 
valuable in assisting registrants to relax and be productive.    

The Banff Park Lodge is the only downtown full-service resort hotel and conference centre. They have offered 
registrants a very favorable room rate of $160 for Superior Room plus taxes per night. There will be rooms reserved up 
until midnight April 6, 2020.  After this time, rooms will be subject to availability; however, the room rate will remain the 
same for conference participants. To reserve your room please call the hotel directly at 1 800 661 9266 to speak to a 
reservation agent.  Quote Booking ID# 30827 or Canadian Federation of Clinical Hypnosis Alberta, to get the preferred 
rate.  A credit card will be taken at the time of booking to guarantee your reservation. 
 

  

 

 Banff Park Lodge Resort Hotel & Conference Centre 

Website:  www.banffparklodge.com 
Email: info@banffparklodge.com 
Toll Free:  1-800-661-9266  
Telephone:  (403) 762-4433  
Fax:  (403) 762-3553  
Address: 222 Lynx Street P.O. Box 2200 
 Banff, Alberta, Canada T1L 1K5 

 
  

 

 



THE CANADIAN FEDERATION OF CLINICAL HYPNOSIS (ALBERTA SOCIETY) 
2020 SPRING WORKSHOPS – REGISTRATION FORM 

 

REGISTRATION & PAYMENT CAN NOW BE DONE ONLINE at:  www.clinicalhypnosis.ca 

 

Title:   Dr.   Mr.   Mrs.   Ms.   E-Mail:           

Surname:        First Name:        

Address:         City:         

Postal Code:        Bus Phone: (____)    Cell Phone: (____)    

PLEASE CHECK ONE   Member  Non-Member  Student Member *  Student Non-Member * 

* Conference attendance and membership eligibility criteria differ.  Please contact our office for further information. Early Bird: Before April 22, 2020 

REGISTRATION  Date Members 
Early Bird/Regular 

Non-Members 
Early Bird/Regular 

Students 
Early Bird/Regular 

Advanced Workshop w/ Dr. Linda Thomson 
 Potpourri of Hypnotic Skills May 22 
 Hypnotic Techniques for Children & Adults May 23 
 2 Days with Dr. Thomson May 22 & 23 

 
Intermediate Workshops 

 Sex Therapy with Jessica Blake May 22 
 Pain: A Many Headed Monster  May 23 & 24 

  with Alexandra Chisholm & Leonard McEwen  
 Half Day Combo Special (Please Select) May 22, 23 & 24 

   Potpourri of Hypnotic Skills   
or   Sex Therapy 
&  Pain: A Many Headed Monster 

 
$260/$275 
$260/$275 
$500/$525 

 
 

$260/$275 
$390/$410 

 
$625/$675 

 
$325/$350 
$325/$350 
$630/$650 

 
 

$325/$350 
$450/$475 

 
$750/800 

 
$150 
$150 
$300 

 
 

$150 
$225 

 
$375 

I am a member in good standing with the __________________________________ and __________________________ 
 (Regulatory Body) (Registration Number) 

Registration for Membership Status Annual Fee (present to January 31, 2021 

 Members $135/Year  Affiliate Members $110/Year  Students $85/Year 

 
I confirm the accuracy of the information provided.  Signature:   Date:   

Payment Type   Cheque  Visa   Master Card 

Payment Details 
Registration $ _______________   
Membership  $  _______________   
Subtract $100 (If you prepaid 50/50 last conference) $ ___________  
Other $ _______________  $    
Total $  _______________   

 
Please mail or fax your completed registration form and payment cheque/info to: 

CFCH - Alberta Society 
#337, Commerce Court, 4915-54 Street, Red Deer, AB, T4N 2G7 

1-800-386-7230 or (403) 341-6913 
alberta.office@clinicalhypnosis.ca 

Card Number    

Expiry Date    

Signature    

Cancellations are permitted with 2 weeks’ notice. 
A $25 administration fee will be retained. 

 


